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Abstract—The growing complexity of modern electronic systems often

leads to the design of more sophisticated power delivery networks

(PDNs). Similar to other system-level shared resources, the on-board PDN

unintentionally introduces side channels across design layers and voltage

domains, despite the fact that PDNs are not part of the functional design.

Recent work have demonstrated that exploitation of the side channel

can compromise the system security (i.e. information leakage and fault

injection). In this work, we systematically investigate the PDN-based side

channel as well as the countermeasures. To facilitate our goal, we develop

PowerScout, a security-oriented PDN simulation framework that unifies

the modeling of different PDN-based side-channel attacks. PowerScout

performs fast nodal analysis of complex PDNs at the system level to

quantitatively evaluate the severity of side-channel vulnerabilities.
With the support of PowerScout, for the first time, we validate PDN

side-channel attacks in literature through simulation results. Further, we

are able to quantitatively measure the security impact of PDN parameters

and configurations. For example, towards information leakage, removing

near-chip capacitors can increase intra-chip information leakage by a

maximum of 23.23dB at mid-frequency and inter-chip leakage by an

average of 31.68dB at mid- and high-frequencies. Similarly, the optimal

toggling frequency and duty cycle are derived to achieve fault injection

attacks with higher success rate and more precise control.

I. INTRODUCTION

The power delivery network (PDN) is an indispensable component

central to the correct operation of any electronics, as each functional

unit of the system requires delivery of stable supply voltage and

sufficient power. To satisfy the exponential demand for comput-

ing power, modern electronic systems are becoming increasingly

complex. Also growing is the sophistication of the PDNs in these

systems, in order to supply multiple voltage domains and satisfy their

distinctive requirements, such as supply voltage levels, maximum

load currents, and voltage noise margins for supply reliability. For

example, IBM’s new generation 24-core POWER9 processor has

ten different input supply voltages and supports hundreds of voltage

domains [1]. Moreover, modern computing platforms often integrate

several different modules such as CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, and DRAMs

on the same motherboard, requiring a shared hierarchical PDN to

facilitate the distribution of supply voltage among the modules across

the chip, package, and PCB levels. A sample PDN is illustrated in

Figure 1 where an FPGA board is used as an example.

Nonetheless, as a shared resource, PDNs create many pathways for

unintended interactions and expose a system to various side-channel

attacks [2], [3], [4]. Further, recent works have shown that many such

vulnerabilities can be exploited remotely, making them especially

potent security threats to modern electronic devices with ubiquitous

connectivity. For example, in information leakage attacks, hackers

can implement malicious voltmeters on FPGAs to steal sensitive

information without physical access to the target systems [5], [6], [7].

PDN-based side channel can also be utilized to induce supply glitches

(e.g., by implementing a power virus) in victim modules for denial-

of-service (DoS) attacks [8] or differential fault analysis (DFA) [9]

on cloud FPGAs. These ad-hoc experimental approaches, although

useful in providing proof-of-concept demonstration of certain PDN

vulnerabilities and attack scenarios, do not offer systematic and

quantifiable guidance to discover new vulnerabilities or evaluate
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Figure 1: (a) An FPGA (Xilinx Kintex-7) PDN subsystem comprises
of hierarchical VRMs (the boxes) and passive networks (the red lines),
creating multiple voltage domains. (b) Single-stage PDN schematic and
PDN-based side-channel attacks: information leakage and fault injection.

system resilience. As a consequence, it is urgently needed for a

security-oriented modeling framework to accurately capture PDN

behaviors that may lead to security vulnerabilities across multiple

design layers and/or voltage domains.

PDN modeling and simulation tools have been widely investigated

mainly to estimate PDN characteristics (e.g., PowerSoc [10]), explore

cross voltage domain PDN design space (e.g., Ivory [11]), and

optimize PDN configurations (e.g., VoltSpot [12]). These existing

tools tend to focus on the performance trade-off of PDN designs

(i.e., performance vs efficiency vs supply noise) and lack essential

capabilities to perform specific side-channel vulnerability analysis.

In this work, we propose PowerScout—a unified PDN modeling

framework that is able to perform thorough side-channel vulnerability

analysis by simulating a complete PDN system across multiple design

layers (i.e., chip, package, board) and voltage domains.

Instead of developing new circuit-level models for PDN, our

methodology focuses on attaining a balance between security inter-

pretability and simulation accuracy by using frequency-domain analy-

sis for vulnerability exploration and transient simulation for security

validation. Thus unlike previous coarse lumped PDN models [13],

we are able to build a precise and unified PDN model to perform

cross-domain nodal analysis with fast speed, which is capable of

characterizing information leakage between arbitrary nodes in the

system.We abstract critical components at multiple layers of a PDN,

and provide a voltage regulator module (VRM) model to capture

bi-directional voltage domain interactions and three load models to

serve different PDN-based side-channel attack scenarios and analysis

objectives. PowerScout is equipped with a user-friendly interface

that enables easy generation of complex PDNs and fast exploration

of full attack space under different PDN configurations. The main978-1-7281-8952-9/20/$31.002020IEEE



contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We present a unified security-oriented PDN modeling frame-

work named PowerScout. It can perform efficient evaluation of

PDN side-channel vulnerabilities and systematic attack space

exploration to guide secure PDN designs and effective defense

strategies.

• PowerScout can correctly predict information leakage strength

associated with PDN parameters and configurations. Our in-

formation leakage case study reveals 23.23dB and 31.68dB
increase of intra- and inter-chip leakage from the removal of a

near-chip capacitor, corroborating previous experimental results.

• We systematically explore the attack space of fault injection

to identify effective region with linear sensitivity to toggling

frequency and duty cycle.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Power Delivery Network

The Power Delivery Network (PDN) is an essential subsystem in

modern electronic systems. Figure 1 (a) and (b) show a simplified

PDN across multiple layers, from the board to the chip. It contains

board-level VRMs, interconnects from the VRMs to the pads on

the chip, on-chip power grids to distribute power locally on the

die, and decoupling capacitors along various stages of the PDN as

well. In a system, there are many devices with different voltage

supply and power distribution requirements, hence multiple voltage

domains are created, each with its own VRMs to drive the local

supply voltages [11]. These VRMs form a tree structure where upper

nodes have higher voltages. Between the hierarchical VRMs and

chips is the board-level passive distribution network containing PCB

wire lines, PCB planes, and board-level decoupling capacitors. Via

the package-level sockets, pins, and C4 pads, power is supplied to

the microelectronic chip, where a multi-layer metal mesh forms the

power grid that locally delivers power to each module inside the

chip [13], [10]. Decoupling capacitors are implemented on both the

package and die to further mitigate supply noise.

B. PDN-Based Side-Channel Attacks

Emerging PDN-based security threats can be categorized into two

major classes: information leakage attacks and fault injection attacks.

Figure 1 (b) shows the mechanisms of two attacks. Information

leakage exploits the deterministic relationship between the switching

activities of digital circuits and their dynamic currents. The induced

supply voltage fluctuations can further propagate to other modules

connected to the same PDN. Recent works suggest implementing

malicious on-chip voltmeters, such as ring oscillators (ROs) [5] or

time-to-digital converters (TDCs) [7], [6], to perform remote side-

channel analysis in multi-tenant FPGAs. Similarly, the PDNs can

also be used as a medium for covert channel communications. The

attackers may implement dedicated oscillating cells (e.g., LFSR [14])

as transmitters to generate information-modulated currents. The re-

ceivers can be modules that are sensitive to supply voltage. Fault

injection attacks take advantage of extreme supply fluctuations to

violate the timing constraints and thus induce faults. The attackers

normally create out-of-tolerance and precise controlled voltage drops

by manipulating the power-hungry blocks known as power viruses.

For multi-tenant FPGAs, the attackers exclusively implement RO-

based power viruses (ROPVs) and use toggling signals to control their

activities [9], [15]. As shown in [16], [17], PDN plays an important

role in such power side-channel attacks and intrinsically determines

the performance of the attacks. A PDN design with side-channel

vulnerability will compromise the security of the whole system.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there still lacks an effective

framework supporting systematic analysis of PDN vulnerability.

III. SECURITY-ORIENTED PDN MODELING

A. PowerScout Framework

A system diagram of the proposed PowerScout is shown in Figure 2

(a). PowerScout contains three main parts: the parameter panel, the

PDN generator, and the vulnerability analyzer. Users input simple

Python codes to call modules inside PowerScout with pre-defined

PDN templates, which determines the topology of the PDN. While

the parameter panel abstracts the PDN parameters from electronic

component datasheets and technology libraries. For example, for the

chip-level PDN topology, users can define several parameters such

as the number of the power grids and C4 pads and the loads’ types

and locations. Given these inputs, PDN generator then automatically

generates and simulates a full-system PDN netlist that specifies the

complex hierarchical network. The raw outputs are parsed according

to user-defined security analysis objectives and the side-channel

vulnerability results are then reported by vulnerability analyzer.

In PowerScout, the induced voltage fluctuation v(t) is computed

by invoking the SPICE-level simulator, which performs numerical

nodal analysis that can be expressed in a simplified form as:

v(t) =

∫ t

0

[CeA(t−τ)B]× i(τ)dτ (1)

where i(τ) is the current consumption of the module; A, B, and C
are the state-space matrices of the PDN. The values of the matrices

depend on parameters and the topology of the PDN, as well as

positions of the current source and observation point. Given the

PDN model, time-domain results can be obtained by computing

the convolution between the state-space matrices and the current

waveform. However, solving such a high-order differential equation

is time-consuming. To efficiently explore the vulnerabilities in a large

design space, in PowerScout, the PDN is evaluated in the frequency

domain, and Equation 1 can be rewritten as:

v(t) = F
−1[Z(f)× I(f)] (2)

where F
−1 is the inverse Fourier operator, and Z(f) and I(f)

are the spectra of the PDN impedance and current consumption,

respectively. It is widely accepted that the PDN can be viewed as

a linear time-invariant (LTI) system and inverse Fourier transform

can be directly applied. Since F
−1 is a linear operator, Z(f) can

influence the induced voltage fluctuation in a straightforward manner

and serve as the quantitative metric for evaluating the vulnerability to

information leakage or fault injection. Z(f) can usually be obtained

easily since AC analysis is supported by most SPICE engines, which

allows frequency analysis for PDN vulnerability evaluation.

B. PDN Model Construction

Passive RLC Network Model: The structure of PDN model is shown

in Figure 2 (b). The model aims to fully reflect the power supply paths

for critical devices with sufficient details. The board-level supply

wireline is modeled as an inductor and a resistor, whose parameters

depend on its length, width, and metal material characteristics. The

PCB planes use the planar model with lumped capacitor and resistor,

since the distributed effect is minimal at this scale. For the board-

level capacitors, we model the characteristics of each capacitor. The

frequency response of a single real capacitor is a band-pass filter

instead of an ideal low-pass filter due to the parasitic effects [18].

The capacitor is thus modeled as the equivalent series inductor (ESL),

equivalent series resistor (ESR), and an ideal capacitor. Later in

Section IV-C, we will show the necessity of individually modeling

each capacitor by demonstrating the role of near-chip capacitors.
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Figure 2: (a) The system diagram of the proposed PowerScout framework. (b) Security-oriented modeling of different PDN components.

For the chip-level PDN, we use the widely accepted package and

die models [13]. The package is modeled as an RLC network, and the

C4 bumps are modeled as parallel RL pairs that connect the grid to

the package. The on-chip grid (i.e., the die model) is represented as an

RL network. The on-chip capacitance is evenly distributed between

the VDD and GND grids. The PDN structure and parameters have

complex influence to the A, B, and C of Equation 1. Overall, higher

capacitance leads to a decrease in Z(f) while higher resistance and

inductance have the opposite effects.

Active Voltage Regulator Model: In previous works and industrial

models, VRMs are typically modeled as a fixed voltage source [13],

[11] or a fixed voltage regulator in series connected to the equivalent

inductor, capacitor, and resistor [19]. But this kind of model is

not suitable for security-oriented PDN modeling since it ignores

the interactions between different voltage domains. In PowerScout,

we model the bi-directional interactions of different VRM topolo-

gies, including low-dropout regulators (LDOs), buck converters, and

switched-capacitor converters. The VRM model, shown in Figure 2

(b), contains a voltage source Vout, an RLC network. The ESLOUT ,

ESROUT , and COUT are based on the off-chip decoupling capacitor

recommended in the datasheet; RS,LF is determined by the load regu-

lation; and RS,HF and LS are set to match the load transient response

of the VRM. Before the output, a dependent voltage source VPSRR

is used to model the influence of the input voltage fluctuations on the

output. The frequency response of VPSRR matches the reverse of the

power supply ripple rejection specified in the datasheet. To capture

the reverse influence by the output on the input, we notice that the

output side of the VRM indirectly impacts the input side by changing

the current through the previous stage of the PDN. Therefore, we use

a dependent current source (IIN = IOUTVOUT /VIN ). For the input

side RLC network, the values of ESLIN , ESRIN , and CIN are

also taken from the datasheet.

Analysis-dependent Load Models: In PowerScout, we provide three

different load models that are suitable for different attack types and

analysis objectives. As shown in Figure 2 (b), the general model

is an ideal AC current source and is used for generalized side-

channel vulnerabilities analysis. Using this model, frequency-domain

analysis is performed, which can expose potential attacks, as shown

in Equation 2. These attacks may need large amount of time-domain

experiments to successfully exploit the vulnerability, if any. For

dedicated information leakage evaluation or validation of specific

vulnerability, we use a time-varying current source to model the

changing power consumption of the information source in a transient

simulation, which is based on Equation 1. The current source takes

waveform file as input, which is generated by the power traces from

other simulators, such as the architectural simulators (e.g., GEM5),

or FPGA simulators (e.g., Xilinx ISE).

In fault injection attacks, the behavior of the power-hungry mod-

ules can be modeled as switching capacitors, which shares the same

idea of classic power consumption model (P = α0→1CLV
2
ddfclk)

of digital CMOS circuit [20]. The capacitor is the sum of the load

capacitance of the malicious module. The current sink (i.e., the logic

switches) is controlled by the toggling signal. When the time constant

(τ = RPDNC) of switching capacitor is much smaller than toggling

signal cycle, the fault source model can be further abstracted to a

switched resistor, where the switch represents the toggling signal fT .

C. Simulation Infrastructure

PowerScout is based on the open-sourced SPICE simulator Ngspice

[21] and the Python package Pyspice [22]. Pyspice provides an

API for Ngspice so that PowerScout can be written in Python. The

users first define the model parameters in parameter() function. In

component() function the basic components of PDN are defined,

where the PowerScout built-in module library is called to generate

the SPICE netlist blocks. Then the topology of PDN is determined

in the structure() function. Inputting a small Python code block

can generate SPICE netlist with a few hundreds of lines and it is

easy for users to modify the configuration of PDN and regenerate

the netlist, so that the PDN with different topologies can be fast

evaluated. The generated SPICE netlist are simulated by Ngspice

using vulnerability analyzer. PowerScout uses transient simulation

for dedicated information leakage or fault injection attacks, and

uses frequency-domain simulation for nodal vulnerability analysis.

The raw results are parsed by vulnerability analyzer according to

the analysis objective. For nodal vulnerability analysis, vulnerability

analyzer calculates the information leakage strength or voltage drops

for each node. If performing statistical side-channel analysis attacks,

vulnerability analyzer also has built-in scripts to perform correlation

power analysis (CPA) or differential power analysis (DPA).

IV. INFORMATION LEAKAGE ATTACK EVALUATION

In this section, we show that PowerScout can predict the PDN

vulnerability leading to information leakage attacks. Aided by the

PowerScout, we further provide insights on how to exploit PDN

design parameters to maximize (or minimize) the information leak-

age. The experiments described here focus on side-channel analysis

attacks, but PowerScout is also suitable for other information leakage

attacks, including covert channel communications.

A. Attack Primer

The traditional approach of PDN-based side-channel analysis is to

measure the voltage of the sampling resistor inserted to the power

supply rail of the victim chip. In recent works [7], [6], the authors

perform both intra- and inter-chip remote power analysis attacks on

the SAKURA-G board without external measurements. The board

contains two Spartan-6 FPGAs on the same board. The authors

implement a 128-bit advanced encryption standard (AES) module

on one of the FPGAs and implement TDCs on either the same



Table I: PDN Model Parameters for the Attack Evaluations.

Parameter
SAKURA-G Board ML605 Board

R L C R L C

Zpcb 0.58mΩ 0.09nH — 58µΩ 91.7pH —
Zspkg 3.3mΩ 0.5nH — 0.55mΩ 0.06nH —

Zppkg 1.8mΩ 28pH
270nF

0.1mΩ 2.8pH 52µF
172.3nF

Zbump 10mΩ 0.32nH — 20mΩ 36pH —
Zdie 3mΩ 2.91fH 5.3nF 25mΩ 2.91fH 10nF

or the other FPGA as malicious on-chip voltmeters to measure the

fluctuations of the power supply. The AES module runs at 24MHz

and is based on a 32-bit datadepth without side-channel protection.

The authors first illustrate the remote intra-chip CPA attacks when

the voltmeter is implemented on the same victim FPGA. They also

successfully perform CPA attacks when the voltmeter is on the other

FPGA, showing the vulnerabilities of inter-chip side-channel analysis.

B. PowerScout Configuration

To analyze information leakage using PowerScout, we build a

PDN model configured with parameters extracted from SAKURA-

G board, which is suitable for evaluating both intra- and inter-chip

information leakage. The structure of PDN is based on the schematic

of the SAKURA-G board, including hierarchical VRMs and the two

FPGAs. For each capacitor, the model parameters are extracted from

the component datasheets [23]. The parameters of the PCB , package,

and die model [13] are listed in Table I.

The vulnerabilities of information leakage attacks are systemically

evaluated in PowerScout under multiple PDN configurations. To

predict the performances of the side-channel analysis attacks, the

information source model is implemented on the victim chip. The

traces of the information source model are generated by Xilinx ISE

power estimation, where we set the simulation interval adequately

small to approximately represent the transient power consumption.

The noise level of the PDN from the information source to the

observation point is simulated, and a voltage source with Gaussian

noise is accordingly implemented at the observation point. We record

the power traces from both intra- and inter-chip observation points

and perform CPA attacks. In the vulnerability analysis, the general

model is used. We perform AC analysis and observe the information

strength (i.e., Z(f) in Equation 2), on each node of the PDN.

The information strength is defined as the amplitude of the voltage

fluctuations induced by the unit information source current. A higher

information strength means information is more easily leaked at the

same noise level. Note that noise is not included in the general

analysis since we focus on the worst case for the defender side (i.e.,

the fewest power traces needed in CPA attacks). Users can still insert

noise given the application scenarios.

Validation for the information leakage attack prediction by com-

paring prediction results with real-world experiments from prior

work [7], [6] is presented in Figure 3. The upper panels are intra-chip

CPA attack results from PowerScout and corresponding experiment

measurements. During CPA attacks, the correlation coefficient is

iteratively computed between the power traces and the modeled

power consumption. As the number of power traces increases, the

correlation coefficient of the correct key guess becomes distinguish

from the other guesses. After multiple tests, we find that removing the

capacitors near FPGAs can significantly reduce the number of needed

traces. This configuration is similar to [7], and the results shown in

Figure 3 (a) and (b) are consistent. The bottom panels show com-

parative inter-chip CPA attack performances. Besides removing the

near-chip capacitors, we find the higher information leakage strength

is achieved when we short the voltage regulators of the two FPGAs,
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CPA attacks [6], [7], and (b) (d) corresponding results from PowerScout.

Figure 4: The information strength of (a) intra-chip and (b) inter-chip
information leakage under two configurations.

where each FPGA is originally supplied by one voltage regulator.

Comparing the results of experiment measurements (Figure 3 (c))

with similar scenario [6], PowerScout can also precisely predict the

performances of information leakage attacks across several domains.

Although the absolute values of needed power traces of two attacks

are different due to the parameters setup, the relative values can

sufficiently validate PowerScout methodology.

C. PowerScout Results and Discussion

Near-Chip Capacitors: In paper [6], [7], the authors remove the

near-chip capacitors without detailed explanation on how the removal

of capacitors will impact the experimental results. Our PowerScout

clearly reveals the reason. The values of board-level capacitors cover

a wide range and can be split into two groups: distant large capacitors

and near-chip small capacitors. As mentioned before, removing

the near-chip capacitors can significantly increase the information

leakage. Figure 4 enables comparison of the information strengths of

the two PDN configurations. The upper part shows that changes in

intra-chip information leakage, where the information strength at mid-

frequency greatly increases (as much as 23.23dB) when near-chip

capacitors are removed. From Equation 2, this removal can increase

the induced voltage fluctuation for a given information source, and

thus increase the information leakage at this frequency. However,

due to the C4 bump parasitic inductance, near-chip capacitors have

relatively small effects at high frequency. For inter-chip information

leakage, as shown in Figure 4 (b), near-chip capacitors significantly

increase information strength at both mid and high frequencies (by

an average of 31.68dB). Thus, near-chip capacitors play an important

role in information leakage, although they account for only a minor

portion of the gross capacitance.

Cross-Domain Leakage: In paper [6], a small bridge shorts the

power rails so that the core voltage of the main FPGA is provided

by the same power supply as for the auxiliary FPGA. The authors

of [6] claimed that this configuration resembles more typical indus-

trial boards and did not provide analysis on how this modification



Table II: The information strength after passing through the voltage
regulators between different domains.

Voltage Domain VDD 12V 5V 3.3V 1.2V

PDN Branch
Bvict — −15.17dB −11.18dB 0dB

Bagg1 — ⌊ −21.26dB −101.85dB
Bagg2 ⌊ −25.42dB −86.97dB −165.03dB

would affect attack performance. Again, our PowerScout framework

provides the reason of such setting. The information leakage among

multiple domains is presented in Table II, where a PDN with three

branches (Bvict, Bagg1, Bagg2) and four supply voltage levels (12V,

5V, 3.3V, 1.2V) is built. A voltage regulator is inserted between

the adjacent voltage domains of one branch. Bvict and Bagg1 share

the same 5V→3.3V voltage regulator, while Bvict and Bagg2 come

from one 12V→5V voltage regulator. For other voltage domains,

there are no direct connections. The information source is located at

Bvict,1.2V , with an information strength of 0dB. Although the infor-

mation decays greatly after passing through the voltage regulators, it

still can leak through multiple voltage domains. It would be harder to

detect the information if the observation point is structurally far from

the information source, e.g. Baggr2,1.2V compared to Baggr1,1.2V .

For better attack performance, attackers need to reduce the distance

from the source. This is achieved effectively in inter-chip attacks

by directly connecting the power supply of two chips (as shown

previously [6]): the leakage increases by 57.93dB when the two

FPGA chips share the same voltage regulator.

V. FAULT INJECTION ATTACK EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate fault injection attacks that use ROPVs.

Rather than performing time-consuming experiments to evaluate

the fault injection attacks, PowerScout allows comprehensive and

efficient attack space exploration via simulation. Our findings not

only are consistent with those at previous works [8], [9], [15], but

also provide better interpretability.

A. Attack Primer

In current multi-tenant FPGA fault injection attacks, the adver-

saries exclusively implement ROPVs which are first introduced in [8],

where the authors implement 18720 ROPVs (12.4% LUTs used) on

an ML605 board and conducted several experiments to investigate

the performance of attacks with different ROPVs toggling frequency.

Later more precise control of fault injection using ROPVs is in-

vestigated. For example, FPGAHammer [9] controls fault injection

by changing the toggling frequency and duty cycle. An automated

calibration algorithm is developed to iteratively tune these two

parameters according to the results for faults. Follow-up work also

discusses the precise injection of faults by independently controlling

two groups of ROPVs [15]. The ROPVs are first toggled with a

period of fast-changing signals. Then the first group is kept active

and the second group is disabled. After a specific delay, these two

groups switch. In this way, attackers can induce a controllable period

of time of stable voltage drop, which is sufficient for fault injection

without crashing the system.

B. PowerScout Configuration

To systematically explore the attack space of fault injection attacks,

we generate a PDN model using PowerScout and perform extensive

experiments with different attack parameters. The structure of the

model is based on the ML605 FPGA board schematic. For simplicity,

we build only one stage of the supply voltage domain. We use

the general load model for vulnerability analysis and use the fault

source model to perform timing simulation. Since the oscillation

frequency of ROPVs is usually much higher than the frequency of

the toggling signals, its current consumption can thus be viewed as
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Figure 5: The experimental results of fault injection attacks [8], where
the propagating depth is linear proportional to voltage drop (a)-(d), and
corresponding results generated by PowerScout (e)-(h).

Figure 6: (a) The minimum die voltage under different toggling fre-
quencies and duty cycles, and (b) the PDN impedance compared to the
minimum die voltage at 50% duty cycle.

constant to increase simulation speed without much accuracy loss.

The detailed parameters of the generated PDN model are listed

in Table I. We believe that both the toggling frequency and duty

cycle can affect the induced voltage drop. So we first simulate the

attack in PowerScout while sweeping the toggling frequency from

1kHz to 10MHz and varying the duty cycle ranging from 10% to

90%. For each configuration, the minimum supply voltages when

the fluctuations become periodic are recorded. Then two groups of

ROPVs with different control timings are evaluated to design the

methodology of precise fault injection.

C. PowerScout Simulation Results

The consistency of the fault injection results between PowerScout

and experiment measurements [8] is shown in Figure 5. In the

upper row, we specifically plot the induced voltage fluctuations

versus time when the toggling signals are one pulse, (83.3kHz,50%),

(500kHz,50%), and (2MHz,50%). Compared to the experimental

results that are also based on the ML605 board, even though the

experimental results contain more glitches due to the oscillation

of ROPV and measurement noise, it is clear that with the same

toggling signals, the supply waveform envelopes match between the

experiment and PowerScout simulation.

The attack space exploration for a single group of ROPVs is

presented in Figure 6, where the heat map shows the minimum

die voltage under different toggling frequencies and duty cycles.

Generally, the toggling frequency and duty cycle do not have linear

influences on the voltage drop. But when the toggling frequency

ranges between 10KHz and 50KHz, the fault injection performance

is linear to the toggling frequency. For some regions (e.g. around

0.8MHz and 2MHz), the voltage drop is proportional to the duty

cycle. Moreover, there exists a most efficient toggling frequency

which can induce the maximum voltage drop. At this frequency,

the duty cycle does not have much influence on the fault injection



Table III: Characteristics comparison between PowerScout and related works.

Ivory[11] PowerSoC[10] VoltSpot[12] [24] [17] PowerScout (This work)

Security-Oriented No No No Yes Yes Yes

Programming Language C++ C++ C N/A1 N/A1 Python

Modeling Level PCB-Level2 PCB-Level2 Chip-Level PCB-Level2 Chip-Level System-Level

PCB PDN Model Type Lumped Lumped - Lumped - Distributed

Chip PDN Model Type Distributed Distributed Distributed Lumped Distributed Distributed

Transient Simulation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Frequency-Domain

Simulation
Yes No No No No Yes

Analysis Type N/A N/A N/A
Information

Leakage
Information

Leakage

Information Leakage

Fault Injection Attack

Nodal Vulnerability Evaluation
1 This work provides a simulation method instead of a framework.
2 It contains both the PCB-level modeling with one-stage voltage domain and the chip-level modeling.

performance. Figure 6 (b) shows the minimum supply voltage versus

toggling frequency when the duty cycle is 50%, and also shows

the simulated PDN impedance. The resonant frequency of the PDN

impedance is almost the same as the most efficient toggling frequency,

so that by using the resonant frequency and corresponding impedance

(9.46KHz,0.116Ohm) from vulnerability analysis, we can effectively

predict the maximum fault injection performance (9.62KHz,0.639V).

Our findings not only are consistent with previous works [8], [9],

[15], but go beyond to provide key insight for future more efficient

exploration of the attack space.

VI. RELATED WORKS AND DISCUSSION

Table III lists the characteristics comparison between PowerScout

and related works including PDN model and simulation frameworks,

and simulation method. Since most frameworks [11], [10], [12] are

not security-oriented, the authors in [24] and [17] propose simulation

methods aiming to PDN-based side-channel analysis attacks. How-

ever, the authors do not provide the framework for further analysis.

PowerScout enables full system-level simulation by bi-directional

VRM model. Moreover, by considering the effects of both dis-

tributed on-board capacitors and the on-chip power grid, PowerScout

achieves high accuracy and fidelity in its simulation of the PDN

subsystem. Besides transient simulation, PowerScout can perform fast

system-level nodal vulnerability analysis frequent-domain simulation.

Programmed in Python, PowerScout also has good scalability and

extensibility to be combined with other frameworks.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a security-oriented PDN modeling frame-

work named PowerScout. Focusing on the vulnerability of PDN

itself, we enable cross-domain nodal analysis by providing a precise

and unified PDN model. Multiple PDN side-channel vulnerability

simulations are demonstrated with proposed analysis-dependent load

models. Having a user-friendly interface, PowerScout also can easily

generate complex PDNs and perform thorough attack space ex-

ploration. We show that PowerScout can successfully predict the

performances of both information leakage attacks and fault injection

attacks. Insights to better exploit PDN side-channel vulnerabilities

are further provided by PowerScout. It should be noted that we do

not enable evaluating the information leakage from a specific digital

module or fault injection within the module. These two topics still

are significant problems and they are out of the scope of this work.
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